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This paper reports on a survey made of Rhode Island households on
their summer outdoor recreational activities' The purpose of this
report is to help describe the recreational behavior of Rhode
Islanders. This information could be useful to public planners
while making decisions concerning Rhode IsIand's natural resources.
The data may also be useful to private marketing firms because they
yield insights into the extent of outdoor recreation and intra-state
tourist markets in Rhode Island.

1. BACKGROUND

The survey on which this report is based was sponsored in part by a
grant from the Rhode Island Department of Natural Resources to the
Department of Resource Economics at the University of Rhode Island.
The purpose of the grant was to improve the data base on which the
State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan  SCORP! is based. The
Rhode Island SCORP, published in 1975, used some of the results
from this survey extensively. This report makes use of data avail-
able at the time the SCORP was being written.

Because a substantial part of outdoor recreation takes place on
open-access resources, there are few market transactions and very
little market data for researchers to study. Researchers have
therefore devoted a great deal of time and effort to designing
survey techniques for outdoor recreation. Basically, all survey
techniques are variants of one or more of the following: home
interview: telephone interview: mail questionnaire: diary.
Each approach has its particular advantages and drawbacks. The
home interview greatly reduces the non-response rate of the mail
questionnaire, and permits clarification of questions and responses.
It relies on the recall ability of the respondent, however, which
makes the figures somewhat suspect. Moreover, of the various
approaches, the home interview has the highest average cost per
completed questionnaire.

The telephone interview also reduces the non-response problem of
mail questionnaires, and also permits clarification of questions
and responses. In addition, telephone interviews tend to be
relatively cheap. However, like the home interview and mail
questionnaire, the telephone approach relies on the recall ability
of the subject. Also, such an approach restricts the length of the
interview and the complexity of the questions.



The mail survey is perhaps the most commonly used approach. It
permits relatively complex questions to be asked. The average
cost per completed questionnaire tends to be low. However, the
mail questionnaire relies on the ability of the respondent to
recall information, and the proportion of households not respond-
ing can be as high as 80 percent.

For this study, the diary approach was chosen because it was a
relatively new technique for gathering recreational data. The
diary approach is most appealing because it does not require the
respondent to remember the household's participation. Instead,
it merely requires that some member of the household record the
recreational activities on a regular basis.

This survey was contracted to Market Facts, a marketing and
consulting firm with experience using the diary technique.
The 2,500 households who agreed to keep the diary were selected
randomly from a list composed of Rhode Island households with
telephones.

The survey covered five separate one-month periods in 1974 and
1975. At the beginning of the first survey period, July,1974,
each household completed a questionnaire dealing with socio-
economic characteristics of the household and with the house-
hold's ownership of goods used in various outdoor recreation
activities. At the beginning of each period, including the
first, households were sent a diary which requested information
be kept on each outdoor recreational activity undertaken by any
member of the household.

At the end of each survey period, the households returned their
completed diaries to Market Facts to be coded and put on com-
puter tapes. The five survey periods were July, 1974; August,
1974; October 15th to November 14th, 1974; January 15th to
February 14th, 1975; and April 15th to May 14th, 1975. The
current report covers only July and August of I/74. A copy of
the questionnaire is presented in the appendix.

1The survey covered 18 activities. In this report, only 13
activities are discussed. Snow skiing, ice skating, and
hunting were obviously not appropriate for an analysis of
sunder activities. Horseback riding had too few responses
from which to base inferences. Outdoor games was a category
open to wide interpretation, which diminished its descriptive
value.



The problem of non-response exists for the diary as well as for
the mail questionnaires. In the current study, Market Facts
rewarded households completing their monthly diaries with gifts
of Green Stamps. The reward system gave a fairly high rate of
return �,492 in July and 1,267 in August, out of 2,500 mailings,
which resulted in 1,106 usable responses!. Naturally, some bias
exists because of non-response. However, to the extent that the
bias depends on socio-economic characteristics, the direction
and degree of bias can be determined by comparing socio-economic
characteristics of the ample with the same charac&ristlcs
gathered in the Census of Population.

2. SOCIO-ECONOMIC IRAiCTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

In order to judge how representative the sample households were,
the following section compares socio-economic characteristics
of the sample with data gathered from the 1970 Census of
Population for Rhode Island and the Rhode Island Department of
Coiwaunity Affairs. The characteristics compared are income,
education, family size, home ownership, and age distribution.

Table I presents the basic data on family income, which is
before-tax income from all sources. The income groupings
differ slightly, but some comparison is still possible.

Table I shows that 63 percent of the sampled households had
incomes of less than $15,000 in 1974, whereas 84 percent of
Rhode Island households had incomes below $15,000 in 1970.
Part of the disparity is due to the increases in family
incomes over the four-year period. The mean family income
for the United States in 1970 was $11,106 and rose to $14,502
in 1974, a 31 percent increase.2 Even with income increases
over the four-year period accounted for, incomes of house-
holds in the sample may be somewhat higher than the incomes
of Rhode Island households.

2Bureau of the Census Current Population Reports, Series
P-60, No. 80 6 No. 101.



TABLE I

FAMILY INCOME

Percent of Households in the Sample
Having the Family Incomes Indicate~�974!

$9,000
to

$14,999

$15,000
to

$21,000

Not
Elsewhere

Classified

Lese than

$9,000
Over

$21,000

19%22X 12%4IX

Percent of Rhode Island Households

Having the Family Incomes Indicated �970!*

$15,000
to

$25,000

$10, 000
'to

$14, 999
Less than

$10,000
Over

$25,000

3%13%25X

+Source: Anthony Viccario, Housing Office of the Rhode Island
Department of Community Affairs .

The second comparison concerns education levels. Table II shows
the educational attainments of the heads of households. Although
the data are from different years, they are reasonably comparable
because the educational attainments of a population change quite
slowly. This table clearly shows the bias that is created by a
complicated diary. Those households having less developed
educational skills would easily be discouraged by the complexity
of the questionnaire. As a survey technique, the diary is too
cumbersome to warrant repeated use. To the extent that
participation in recreation changes with the level of education,
inferences about the total participation will be biased.



TABLE II

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF THE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

Years of Schooling Sample �974! RI �970!»

Elementary   8!

Secondary  9-12!

College or more

52

2043

*Source: United States Census of Population. 1970. Book 41.
p. 320.

TABLE III

FAMILY SIZE

Sample House-
holds �974!

RI House-

holds �970!*
Family Size

34K 47K1 or 2 members

3 or 4 members

5 or more members

Not elsewhere classified

42 33

23 20

*Source: Anthony Viccario, Housing Office of the Rhode Island
Department of Creumnity Affairs.

Table III compares the size of the sample families with Census
data for family size in Rhode Island. This comparison could be
important when making inferences about the total number of rec-
reation days, since larger families might well participate more
than smaller families in certain activities. Table III shows

that the family size of the sample tends to be slightly larger
than the family size given by the Rhode Island Department of
Community Affairs. This discrepancy is due for the most part
to the suggestion that the diary be filled out by an adult mem-
ber of the household, but not the head. Thus, many households
with only one adult may have wished not to participate.



The fourth table compares the proportion of sample families who
own their own home with the proportion of Rhode Island families
living in a home they own. The sample proportion is higher
because a family may live in a rented dwelling but own a second
home, and because home ownership increased over the four-year
period from 1970 to 1974; the unknown remainder msy be attributed
to the non-representative nature of the sample.

TABLE IV

MEASURES OF HOHE OMNERSHIP

Proportion of Sample Families Who Own Their
Own Home Q974!

77Z

Proportion of Rhode Island Families Living
in a Home They Own  l970! e

58X

+Source: Rhode Island Basic Statistics, Department of Economic
Development, p. 48.

Table V compares the age distribution of the sample in 1974 with
the age distribution of the Rhode Island population in 1970. It
is clear from this table that the age group proportions of the
sample are quite close to the age-group proportions of the state
as a whole. There is a slight discrepancy in the over-60 age
group. The proportion of the population over 60 was 16 percent
in 1970, whereas the proportion of people in the sample over
60 is ll percent. Although this difference is not great, it
helps to allay the suspicion that many households agreeing to
participate in the diary study contained a disproportionately
large number of retired persons.



TABLE V

AGE DISTRIBUTION

Sample �974! RI Population �970!*

27X14 and under

15 � 24

25 � 44

45 - 59

60 and over

26X

1818

26 22

1718

16

United States Census of Population. 1970. Book 41.*Source:

p. 37.

Tables I through V tend to give the impression that the sample
households are better educated and have slightly higher incomes
than the Rhode Island population in general. This bias comes
from two sources. First, better educated households are more
able to complete the rather complex questionnaire. Second,
higher income households may be more willing to respond to mail
questionnaires.

Because the sample is in some ways not representative of the
Rhode Island population, one must be cautious when making infer-
ences from the sample about aggregate recreational participation
in Rhode Island. However, the participation data are quite
valuable in describing the summer activities in which the
typical Rhode Island household engages.



3. RECREATIONAL PARTICIPATION BY RHODE ISLAND HOUSEHOLDS

In the remainder of this paper, the focus will be on participation
by Rhode Island households in 13 recreational activities. The
participation data will be presented in tabular form by socio-
economic characteristics and without regard to whether participa-
tion is within or outside of Rhode Island. The reader should

remember that this survey covers the two-month period from
July 1st to August 31st, 1974. Activities such as camping,
freshwater fishing, and bird-and-wildlife watching may also be
popular during other seasons, although nearly all the swimming
done that year may be included in the two months surveyed. Hence,
for annual data, the participation rate for activities popular
in the fall or spring might be higher.

The basic participation rates for each of the 13 activities are
presented in Table VI. These percentages represent the pro-
portion of households which had at least one member engaging
in the activity at least once during the two-month period.
The figures say nothing about the magnitude of participation.
Thus, our proportions indicate that more households participated
in sightseeing than in any other mentioned activity. The figures
do not imply that more time was spent sightseeing, because we
have not indicated how much time  how many trips per house-
hold, how many hours per trip! each household spent. However,
the figures on participation by household, because they tend
to be more accurate than figures on the level or magnitude
of participation, are useful far assessing the nature of
recreational activity by Rhode Island households.



TABLE VI

BASIC PARTICIPATION RATES FOR RHODE ISLAND HOUSEHOLDS

Partici ation in Activities 1974!

Percent of

Sam>pe
Households

10KBicycle Trip

Bird 6 Wildlife Watching

Boating

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

24

12

l3

GoLf 14

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swimming, Salt Water

Swimming, Fresh Water

Tennis

42

57

53

4l

13

The percent figures in Table VI and the following tables give
the results of two sets of forces. On the one hand, the socio-
economic characteristics of the households, such as income,
age structure, education, and other factors, influence which
activities the household would like to choose. The other set
of forces, determined by the cost and availability of recreational
facilities, determines in which activities each household
actually participates. Thus, from Table VI, the proportions
that emerge are the result of the interactions of supply and
demand. The figures do not indicate what Rhode Island house-
holds would do if they were given different opportunities.



For example, Table VI shows that 53 percent of the households
had at least one person engaged in salt water swimming. This
proportion is larger than similar proportions found in other
parts of the United States, but it does not imply that people
like salt water better in Rhode Island  though they may!;
rather, we infer that people participate more because the coat
of participating is lower. Hence, in examining the following
tables, we must guard against the conclusion that we need to
increase the capacity of more popular activi&.es, Instead,
we might conclude that such popular activities are the ones
where substantial capacity already exists.

The remainder of the report deals with the effects of socio-
economic variables on recreational participation. The data
are further broken down ta separate participation within and
outside of Rhode Island. This was done to aid planners in
assessing the effects of recreational patterns.

A. Family Income

Table VII presents the basic participation rates by the level
of family income, when participation may be within or outside
of Rhode Island. In general, income has an effect on a house-
hold'a activities because increases in income enlarge the range
of opportunities. The numbers indicate what proportion of each
income group in the sample participated in each activity. For
example, Table VII shows that 27 percent of the sample house-
holds with family incomes less than $9,000 went picni.cking in
Rhode Island at least once, but only 13 percent of the same group
went picnicking outside of the state.

The income figures reveal that the activities likely to expand
significantly as family income grows are tennis, golf, and boating.
All other activities, except camping in Rhode Island, tend to
show a more gradual positive response to increases in income,
Participation outside the state tends to be less than within,
with camping again the exception. The desire to go camping in
Rhode Island appears to decline somewhat as family incomes grow.
Not only ia participation in camping greater outside of
Rhode Island, but that participation responds positively to
income. It should not be inferred from these figures that more
camping should be provided for Rhode Island families. In fact,
it is likely that camping farther away from home, because of
novelty and the greater sense of escape, is more desirable than
camping close to home. Hence, the higher participation rates
for outside of Rhode Island.



TABLE VII

PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS PARTICIPATING IN RECREATION
ACTIVITIES BY FAMILY INCOME

Less

Than

$9 000

More

Than

$21 DDD

$9,000- $159000-
$14 999 . $20 %99

~Acttvit
In Rhode Island

Bicycle Trip

Bird & Wildlife Watching

17 16Boating
21

4

ll

4

10

9

14

21

35

28

49

32

29

49

30

38

53

23 27 24 27

10 18

Out of Rhode Island

Bicycle Trip 2X

Bird & Wildlife Watching 3
5X

6

2X

3

10

12

3

10
Golf

10

Hiking

Picnicking
3

13

32

6

17

5

27

53Sightseeing

Swimming, Salt Water
56

26

31

1813

15 22Swimming, Fresh Water

Tennis

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

Golf

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swimming, Salt Water

Swimming9 Fresh water

Tennis

Boating

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

2

27

19

31

4

19

42

13

24
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B. Home Ownership

Table VIII presents participation rates by home ownership. For
example, 7 percent of the homeowning families in the survey
participated in bicycling. This Cable reveals Chat home owner-
ship is not a strong determinant of participation in any activity,
within or outside of Rhode Island. The only apparently sub-
stantial differences in participation rates appear for freshwater
swimming, sightseeing, and boating within Rhode Island. Partic-
ipation in boating and sightseeing appears to be higher for
home owners, while the freshwater swimming participation rate
appears somewhat lower.

C. Education

The level of education of the head of the household affects
primarily the tastes of individuals and secondarily the
household's ability to learn about recreational opportunities.
Table IX gives participation rates by the level of education
of the head of household for each activity. For example, the
results show that 19 percent of the households with a head of
household who attended college participate in boating in
Rhode Island. Table IX shows Chat participation increases
rather uniformly as educational attainments rise. However, in
a tabular setting such as Table IX, it is difficult to remove
the effect of income from the effect of education; increased
education tends Co increase income. Hence, for Table IX, it
is not possible Co assert that education causes increased
participation, as one might infer from an initial glance at
the data, This difficulty can be confirmed by comparing
Table IX with Table VII, which gives information on income.
These tables indicate that the general Cendency is for partic-
ipation rates to increase as income and education rise; and
if these tables are compared activity by activity, the rates
increase similarly.



TABLE VIII

PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS PARTICIPATING IN RECREATION
ACTIVITY BY HONE OWNERSHIP

Home /Owner Non Home/Owner
In Rhode Island

Bicycle Trip

Bird 6 Wildlife Watching

Boating

Camping

j.7 l3

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

Golf
12

10

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

31 34

29 23

45

23

Swimming, Salt Water

Swimming �Fresh Water
43

30

10 10
Tennis

Out of Rhode Islets

Bicycle Trip

Bird 4 Wildlife Watching
Boating

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

10

Gol f

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swimming, Salt Water

Swimming, Fresh Water

Tennis

19 15

44

15 17

22 22
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Post

Graduate1-8 9-12 ~Colle e

In Rhode Island

Bicycle Trip

Bird 6 Wildlife Watching

Boating

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

l5 19 17

12 10 10

12Golf

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swimming, Salt Water

Swiraming, Fresh Water

Tennis

30 31 33 30

25 30 39

20 44 48 52

26 28 1815

14 12

Out of Rhode Island

Bicycle Trip

Bird & Wildlife Watching

Boating

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

10

10

Golf

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swimming, Salt Water

Swirmning, Fresh Water

Tennis

16 2015 23

58

22

4130 46

10 2215

22 24 25

TABLE IX

PERCENT OF SANPLE HOUSEHOLDS PARTICIPATING IN EACH

ACTIVI1Y BY EDUCATION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
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Tables VII, VIII, and IX show in general that participation
in most recreation activities increases as socio-economic

status  measured by income, education, and home ownership!
increases. Several types of activities respond to changes
in income: capital intensive activities like boating and
golf, and out-of-state activities.

4. ACTIVITY DAYS BY RHODE ISLAND HOUSEHOLDS

The previous section dealt at length with the relationship
between the socio-economic characteristics of Rhode Island

households and their participatMnin recreational activities.
In this section, the focus of the analysis is shifted from
mere participation to the extent of that participation, The
extent or degree is measured by activity days, which are
defined as one person engaging in the mentioned activity
for any part of one day. The activity days are quite variable,
and the relationships between activity days and socio-economic
characteristics are statistically more difficult to establish
than those between participation and socio-economic character-
istics. Hence, the analysis of activity days is quite limited.

The most basic information describing activity days is the
average number of days per household. This figure is given
for days spent within Rhode Island, days outside of Rhode
Island, and their sum for each of the thirteen activities
in Table X. These figures show, for example, that the typical
sample household engaged in 5.2 days at Rhode Island salt-
water beaches during July and August of 1974. The figures
demonstrate that recreational activity by Rhode Island house-
holds tends to be greater within Rhode Island than outside
of the state.
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TABLE X

AVERAGE NUMBER OF ACTIVITY DAYS PER SAMPLE HOUSEHOLD
FOR JULY AND AUGUST

Days Outside
Rhode Island

Days Within
Rhode Island

Total
~Da a

.30 .08 ~ 22Bicycle Trip

Bird 6 Wildlife Watching

Boating

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

.27.35 F 08

.461.50 1.04

.99 .70 ,29

.34 .12 ~ 22

.54 F 06 .48

.78 .29 .49

.32 .18 ,14Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swimming, Salt Water

Swimming, Fresh Mater

Tennis

3.42 1.29 2.13

3.364.85 1,49

5.20 .96 4.24

1.613.90 2. 29

,14 .47,61

Not surprisingly, Table X shows that the average household spends
more days engaged in saltwater swimming than in any other activity.
Sightseeing is the second most prevalent activity, and picnicking
is third. Almost 70X of the sightseeing activity occurs outside
of Rhode Island. This result should not be surprising, By its
nature, sightseeing is an activity which requires a variety of
scenes.

By combining the information provided in Tables VI and X, and
with information on the total number of households in Rhode

Island, one can make a crude estimate of the total level of
participation in each activity, For example, in 1974 there
were approximately 300,000 households in Rhode Island. Table
VI indicates that 24 percent, or 72,000 households, engaged in
boating. From Table X, we see that the average household had
1.5 days of boating during July and August. Hence, the total
number of boating days during that period can be roughly estimated
at �2,000! �.5! 108,000. Because the sample is not entirely
representative, it is possible to improve on this estimate using
multivariate statistical methods.
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Once again, it must be emphasized that this report includes only
the survey period of July and August. The extent of yearly
participation cannot be extrapolated from these figures. Hiking
may serve as a substitute for swimming for many Rhode Islanders
in spring and fall, but would not be represented in this report.

Although the figures in Table X are descriptive of recreational
behavior of Rhode Island households, they do not~by themselves,
indicate direction for future policy. The fact that partici-
pation in any activity is high does not necessarily mean that
there are preferences for that activity over others of equal
accessibility, nor that more capacity should be provided. A
high level of activity days per household is the result of two
sets of forces. On one side operates the forces which provide
the capacity: for example, the natural setting of the area
or the state government policy providing picnic sites. On
the other side, people exercise their preference within con-
straints of time, income, and resource accessibility. No policy
decision can be judiciously made without accounting for both
sets of forces.

One question frequently arising in the analysis of recrea-
tional activity concerns the age of the participants. In
order to deal with the age, it is necessary to examine the
activity days. Table XI gives basic information on the dis-
tribution of activity days among different age groups for
different activities. The figures are percentages, and they
sum to one hundred for each activity  except for possible
rounding error!. These figures show, for example, that
34 percent of all bicycle trips within Rhode Island were
made by children under 15 years of age. Thus, each proportion
gives that age group's share of the number of outings for that
activity.
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TAB1.E XI

PROPORTION OF ACTIVITY DAYS TAKEN BY DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS

S14 15-24 25-44 ~6045-59Activity

In Rhode Island

22X

13

32/

28

34X

22

9XBicycle Trip

Bird 6 Wildlife Watching 21 16

23 21 30 22Boating

2351 15

1241 35

24

4

13

11

32

30

24

1936

21Hiking

Picnicking

37 21 12

15 28 16 1031

32 l2 28Sightseeing

Swimaing, Salt Water

15 13

l8

12Sviemfng, Fresh Water

Tennis 33

12X

22

45X

ll

27X

28

10X6X

23 15

81625 33 17

1429 40 13

9

4

16

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water 1233 30

19 15 37 22Fishing, Salt Water

10 29 34Golf

1225 37 15 10

30

23

13 3l

29

16

l3 24

26 15 29 1019

15 2836 15

2110 47 18Tennis

Caraping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

Golf

Out of Rhode Island

Bicycle Trip

Bird 6 Wildlife Watching

Boating

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swiauning, Salt Water

S~iauning, Fresh Water

35

52

16

26

25

42

15

9

7
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The figures on the age distribution of activities are interest-
ing, but not surprising. By comparing the columns for the
under-15 age group within and outside of Rhode Island, we see
that this group accounts for a substantially larger proportion
of the activity within the state. The youngest age group
accounts for over 50 percent of the camping within the state.

The table identifies those activities in which people over 60
are most likely to engage, For this age group, bfrd watching,
golf, and sightseeing are more attractive than fishing, swimming,
ur camping. This information is important because of the grow-
ing proportion of elderly people in ouz population.

Another interesting phenomenon apparent in Table XI concerns
the age group from 15 to 24. Although people in this age
group are in their prime and have few constraints on their
time, our figures show that they account for a surprisingly
small share of the total activity, Probably, this small pro-
portion is due to the inability of the adults to keep track
of what the teenagers in the household do, as well as the
reluctance of many young people ta engage in "family" outings,
Thus, though the age composition of the sample is approximately
that of the population  see Table V!, it is likely that the level
of activity days is biased downward due to the under-reporting
of the activities engaged in by 15 to 24 year-olds.

5. CROWDING AND PARTICIPATION

The last tables deal with the perception of cro~ding at recre-
ation facilities. Naturally, the perception of crowding varies
between individuals. However, it is interesting to observe how
households might respond if crowded recreation sites were less
frequently encountered.

Table XII presents the responses from all the sample house-
holds to the statement, "My family would participate in this
activity more often if existing facilities were less crowded."
Table XII includes those who participate as well as those who do
not. It is striking that almost 60 percent of the households
would participate more often in saltwater swimming if they
thought that beaches would be less crowded, By comparisan, less
crowding would induce more participation in hiking and bird and
wildlife watching for less than 15 percent of the families.
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TABLE XII

RESPONSE OF ALL SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS TO THE STATEMENT:
"My family would participate in this activity more often

if existing facilities were less crowded."

Percent af Households
No

Yes No Answer

22X 67X 11X

10 78- 12

20

25

18

Golf 19

14

49

52

45

33

Table XIII presents the results for those families who actually
participated in the activity. Many families who know nothing
about the crowding or may have no interest in the activity under
any conditions are also excluded from this table. Table XIII
gives an indication of- how participants feel about crowding. The
figures show, for example, that 74 percent of those who play
tennis would do so more if the courts were less crowded.

Bicycle Trip

Bird 6 Wildlife Watching

Boating

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swinaaing, Salt Water

Swimming, Fresh Mater

Tennis

69 12

65 ll

68 12

69 13

69 12

74 13

41 10

39 9

33 9

45 10

56 ll
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TABLE XIII

RESPONSE OF SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE

ACTIVITY TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:

"My family would participate in this activity more often
if existing facilities were less crovded."

Percent of Households

Partici tin

No

Yes No Answer

Golf

13

The comparison between the two tables is quite revealing. From
Table XII we find that for camping, crovding is a consideration
of 20 percent of all of those in the survey. Table XIII, however,
indicates that, of those households who camp, crovding is important
for 56 percent. The difference betveen these proportions is sub-
stantial, indicating that an increase in camping capacity might
increase participation among those already camping rather than
increase the numbers vho camp,

Bicycle Trip

Bird 6 Wildlife Watching

Boating

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water

Hiking

Picnicking

Sightseeing

Swimming, Salt Water

Swimming, Fresh Water

Tennis

47X 48 X 5X

27 64 9

31 61 8

56 37 7

41 48 ll

42 51 7

56 41

26 61

58 34

56 38

65 30

56 38

74 25



Similar observations can be made by comparing the first column
of each of the two tables. Roughly, we can say that when the
difference is relatively large, such as in tennis, crowding has a more
significant effect on participants than on non-participants.
However, when the difference is relatively small, such as in
picnicking, crowding could be an important determinant in the
decision not to participate.

6. CONCLUSION

This report has presented some descriptive data from a recrea-
tional survey conducted !ointly by the University of Rhode
Island's Department of Resource Economics and the Rhode Island
Department of Natural Resources. We have attempted to describe
the recreational behavior of Rhode Island households rather
than to forecast behavior or make conclusions about the adequacy
of current facilities or prices.

Although this report is primarily descriptive, it is possible
to make some broad statements about recreational behavior
patterns in Rhode Island. For example, if we are interested
in future demand for recreational facilities by Rhode Island
households, we can expect increases in activities such as golf,
tennis, and boating, in which participation tends to increase
as income grows. Similarly, camping in Rhode Island by
Rhode Island families will likely decline as income grows. Or as
the population on the average grows older, we can expect more
participation in less strenuous activities such as sightseeing
and golf. Although recreation by Rhode Island families in the
past has been related primarily to the ocean or the coast, it
is not unreasonable to expect some shift toward inland resources
in the future. Such a shift raight occur because, as Rhode Island
household incomes grow, families will be willing to spend extra
time and money for less congested facilities inland.

In addition to the descriptive work presented in this report,
it is necessary to have analytical studies of demand forecasts,
out-of-state use rates, estimates of current capacity, and
individual benefit-cost analyses in order to make sound
!udgments about investment in Rhode Island's recreational
facilities. At the University of Rhode Island other studies on
recreation, using the data from this survey as well as others,
are currently being conducted. These studies include the develop-
ment of a forecasting model, the investigation of pricing policies
at Rhode Island state campgrounds, and continuing research into
the determinants of recreational demand.
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Activity Sheet
Activity Record
inventory of Recreation Goods, Supplies and Facilities
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ACTIVITY SHEET

Code
Number

Bicycle Trip  Do not include just riding around the neighborhood.!

Bird and Wildlife Watching

Boating  Include canoeing, sailing, motor boating, yachting, and

Camping

Fishing, Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water, Deep Sea, etc.

Golf

Hiking

Horseback Riding

Hunting

Ice Skating

Outdoor Games  such as softball, volleyball, basketball, football,

etc.!

Picknicking

Sightseeing  includes visits to historical places!

Snow Skiing

Swimaing  salt water, going to the beach!

Swimming  fresh water, pools, rivers, lakes, ponds!

Tennis

10

12

13

l4

16

17

18
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SDBOLE DAY ACTIVITIES
For July I through July 31

0d. el IIf no ~ Ingle dsy activities were engaged in, nieces "X" this box ~

Activity 10Activity 6 Activity 9 Activity 8 Actfv ty 9

I. Please record date ef month.
~06  lt I!l +07  IZ 131 �  IZ 131~On � Z -111  LZ -131

Recor4 rec restive ectivity
from blue activity chest...

li 1514 I 1514 15 I 'I I

Yes Ql �6!
No Qz

Yes pi �6!
No Qz

Yee p! H61
No QZ

Yee pi  �1
No PZ

Y ~ eP!
No QZ

3. Did ihl ~ ectivity tahe place in
Rhode le lani v  "X" Bcx!...

Please lodlcato
the number of
family members
who participated
la this activity
for each ege
group.  If aoae,
write "0".!

 I 7!

�8!  I 81

  I 9!
�0!

gl!

 I 9!
�0!

�1!

QI  zzl
Qz

Ql �2!
Qz

pl gzl
Qz

Pl  ZZ!
Qz

Q I  ZZ
Q2

How croenied wae
the tecteetion
facllltyV
 IIXI'I Box!

5.

Q! Q! 03

6.
g! 25 8 �3-Z5!
g6-27 8 gb-27!

gg 30 8 �8 30!

8 �3 251
8 g6 27!

�8 30!

�3-25!
�6-27!
�8-!nl

�3-25!
8 �4-27

gg.!O

Food .. ~ ~ ~ ~ e...

Ttaaspo't tatioa ~ ~ ~

Fees, equipment
vestal, other ex-
peadiutree r ~ lated
to activity  except
ae» eguipmeat!,,  	-33  ! I 33! �1 331

8 �4-36!

�! 331

�4-361

 	-33

 �-36 5 �4-36 8 �4.36!Total......,

7a. Did atiyoae give Iip wager or eslaty
Co psrtlclptite la this sctlvltyV
 "X" Box!

Yes Q I
No QZ

YeeQL  !v!
No Qz

Yee Qi
Ne Qt

YceQI �7
Ifo Qz

YeeQL  �
No QZ

Tb. If 'yee", hon much tn total could
have been ssrnedv 8  !8 40 8  !8 40!8 �8-40 �8 40! �8-481

ga. What was the round trip mileage
for this tripV  Write Ia!......

gb. WhaC mesne of Automobile ..
travel wae used? Bus,...., .
 "X" box! Other......

Where did
you goV

Nsnie of facility,
Located in Ihi ~
roan City, ...
Addree ~ or Cloeeei
intersection ..

 ib-78 Openl 146-78 Openl ff6-VB Openi '46-78 Open!  i6-78 Open!
79~ eo vcXgl eo 79~i Bo 79L~ eo 79KKl Bo

 FOR ADDITIONAL SINGLE DAY ACTIVITIES, CONTDCUE ON TNK FOLLOWING PAGES!

3 ow mush
did ycu
~ pend oa:
 Writs ln.
If aothiag,
wtlte "0" !

14 years and
undet.....

15-24 year ~ ..
25%4 year ~ ..
45 59 year~ ..
60 aad over..

Too crowded .
Somewhat

c rowllell
Not at all

croeeded...

�7!
 I 8 !
�9!
�0!
�1!

�1-44!

Q I �5
Q2
P3

 I v!

 Ig!

�9!
go!

gl!

ffl 44

Ql ff5!
Qz
Q!

�1 44!

Ql ff5!
Qt
P!

�1-44!
Ql �5'I
pz
Q!

 ! 7

�8
  I '!

�0
gl

�1-441

Ql �5
Qz
Q3
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O
Age of ~T ~ of C~adrd fktrsttos of Fees Incatlon

~C ~O ~O ~ ' I d~l ~Cd 8 I 0 di
SI.L R l.

Ql QZ

Ql DR

Ql QR  Sa!
�7! �$-41!

�3!
�4-35!

Ql �1!

Ql QR �4!
 SR 53!

5 Ql QR
~ f 59!

�0!
 Sf !

01 QRQR �3! $
 a 4! �5-6$!

Ql
�1 aR!

�9!

Here we would like to Idsow what types of recreational clubs or orgsaieatloas to
wb!ch your btmily belongs. Please ladlcate whether you hare a family or single
membership aad tbe anaual or yearly cost of that membership,

 "X' SELDW!
biembe rehly Dead t

~Tamil lad vidual ~8e!ea Annual Coot

CouaCry club
�1-74!

�5-7e Open!
~T'I . dd
Gd, 59
Dnp 1 11

lR
�4-17!

OlTennis club

�9 RR!
Plf!olf club

�4-37!
ptHuatfutg club

pl pg O3  Rg! 5gkl club
�9-33!

�4 37!
pl shing cbtb

�9-43!
Yacht b Soat club O!

Yhie 9usstton ie about anyoae ia your family who migbC be golag to summer
camp this year. Please list the age of tho person going, the number of weeks
they wUL be staying at the camp, tbe total cost charged by the camp aacl whether
or aot Cba camp i ~ located in Rhode   ~ Land.
"¹' this box ~p if no ons will be goiag to eunmter catnp this year,
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Now ws have a series of family-oriented que ~ lions; please answer all
of the questions to the best e  your ability because these ttuestione ere important
rhea we saalyss tbe who  ~ study.

6a. Do you own yout' own bouse v

Yes Ql
Q2 43

bb. How many care do you have in your family v  CIRCLE NUMBER!

Number of cars I 2 3 4 5 or more 44

bc. How many fami'ly members including youreeU do you have in each of these sge groups;

 CIRCLE NUMBER}
~e

14 and under

�9!

6d, Please circle the highest grads of scbool completed by the head o 
your household.  CIRCLE NUMBER!

Elementary snd High School I 2 ! 4 S 6 7 0 9 10 l 1 12
ColLege I 2 ! 4 S 6

Sl
Ta. Please "X" the appropriate bos below to indicate your total

yearly Income for all fam  y members.

Voder $5000

$5000 6999 Q2
$7000 - $999

$9000 - 10. 999 Q4

$11c000 12,999 Q5

52

Tb. } ow much of tit  ~ income was derived barn non-work sources such
as interest. dividends, social security, unemployment compensation.
weUar ~ payments, retirement or other v

15 -24

25 44

45 -59

60 or more

Voder $1000

$1000  99I}

$2000 - 2999

$3000 - 3999

$4000 - 4999
$SOOO - 5999

Qi

Q2

Qe

QS
Q6

I 2 3 4 S or more

I 2 3 4 5 or tttore

1 2 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5

2 ! 4 5

$13.000 - 14,999 Q6

$15,000 - 16,999 Q7

$�. 000 - ig, 999 Qg

$19, 000 - 20, 999 09

Over $21, 000 QO

$6000 - 6999 QT

$7000 7999 Qg

$8000 8999 Q9

$9000 - 9999 QO

$10,000 and aver QX

�5!
�6!
�7!

�$!
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ga. For each working member of your household, please list their
occupation, whether or not they were self employed, the number of
hours worked per week and the number of vacation days they get
per year.

Hour ~ Number of
Self Not Self Worked / Vacation

~E  ed ~E1 d W 5 ~� ~

Q  Q2 �5 
�6-57! �8-59!

Head of household

54

Q2 [63 
�2-63! �4-65!

Other worker s

65

Q� �7 
�8-69! �0-71!

�8
Q2 �3 Open!

�4-75! �6-77! 79 Q
72

8b.

Have been
unable to work

Number
of months

1 �3!Head of household
�4-15!

1 �6!Other workers
�7-18!

�9!
 ?0-21!

Cd. 10
Have any working members of your household been unable to work since Dup,
January. 1974 because of seasonal rdinditions or other reasons? Please 1-11
circle below and indicate the number of months they have been unable to work.
"X" thi ~ box~+ if no members of your household have been unable to work. 12
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9. Please answer the following questions regarding each of the activities:
My family would participate 1n rhts activity more often 1f existin facilities
were less c rowded.  ''X" O'N E BOX FOR KAC H!

No

QZ

QZ

 ZZ!

 Z3!Bird and Wildlife Watching.

Campingt 4 ~ ~ ~ tt ~ ~ ~ ~ + t ~

Fishing. Fresh Water

Fishing, Salt Water, Deep Sea, etc

Hiking

Hunting.

Pic knic king

Tennis

�0-78 Open!
79DH180

Bicycle Trip  Do not include just riding around the
neighbo rhood. !

Boating  Include canoeing, sailing, motor boating,
y hti i, d~tk,!

Goif ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~

Horseback Riding . ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ 92 ~ ~ ~

Outdoor Games  such as softball, volleyball, basket-
ball, football, etc. ! .

Sightseeing  includes visits to historicai places!......

Snow Skiing ~ 0 ~ + I t t ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~

Swimming  salt water, going to the beach!

Swimming  fresh water, pools. rivers, lakes, ponds!..

Ql

Ql

Ql

Ql

Ql

Ql

Ql

Ql

Ql

Ql

Ql

QZ

Q2

QZ

QZ

QZ

QZ

QZ

QZ

QZ

QZ

Q2

QZ

QZ

Q2

Q2

Q2

�4!

�5!

�6!

�7!

�8!

�9!

�0!

�1!

�2!

�3!

�4!

�5!

�6!

�7!

�8!

�9!
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�-9192!

Cd gl

la, Do you own or have part ownership in a second home  cottage or
cabin or house trailer parked in a permanent location! which you
use at any time during the year for recreational purposes?

Yes Ql
No Q2 ~ SKIP TO QUESTION 2!

13 14
lc. Please indicate approximate present value including lot

20,

le. How many weeks is it used by any member of your family in each of
these seasons ?

No. of
weeks

hfarch, April, stay

C
CONSUMER MAII. PANElS
ses seers wscsss ss<vi.cswsee. uaieois esses

INVENTORY OF RECREATION GOODS,
SUPPLIES AND FACILITIES

lb. Please indicate year in which purchased

$

ld, Where i ~ it located?  "X' ONE BOX!
�5-19!

Within two miles of Rhode Island coast
On a lakefront in Rhode Island
Elsewhere in the state
In another state or country

June, July, August a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Septa mba r, Oc tobe r. Novembe r........

December, January, February.........

...Ql

...Qz
Q3

...Q4

� 1-22!

�3-24!

�5-26!

�7-28!
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These questions are cot«creed «ith larger itnms and we would tike to know the yser when
chey were purchased, the tot ~ I purchase ptice snd your sanuai or yearly operating snd
malncensnc ~ conc ~, lf you have more thea oae boat, please list them on separst ~ iinse,

"X" Saa
If None
Owned

Amount Spent
ln Psst
l2 Menthe

Your
Purchased

Yearly
~r~t3n t~ostPrice

Camping Trailer �9- 30! Q � -25! ~3!-39! �0 44!
59 rimming Pool.

In ground �1-42! Q

�7-58!

�2 13!

�8-29! Q

�4 45! Q

�0-61!

rails, and inboards if

�2 56!
�8 72! �3-78 Open!

19IIr33
Cd

�9-43! Dup. 1- I I

hbovu g round
Sosc ot

3!oac 82
!Seat 83 �5-59!
Horses

s Including outflttiag,
�1-75!  '76-78 Open!

~~t- X'80apptlcabi ~ .

Please read the II ~ C o  items below and for each item please indicate the aumbcr owned
by all family memberas tbe total pee chose price sud the ~ tnuunt epeuc  or theet items
ia che psst 12 moaths - Ior example, your family may o»n six teanis rackets which cost
~ total of 3100.00. However. if cwo of these sere purchased tn the psst year for ~
cost of 540.00, this is ths smouat you enter in the third column.

Tots!
fcumbar lf None Purchase

0 IS! I

Acnouot spent en
those items in

~
 I Cd, 83
Dup, l-ll~BI I ~ r

I I 3. 11 !

�4-28!

Electronic et!uipmsnt
Outboard motors

Soat trailers
Water skis

�5-39!
�6-49!

~WI 5
Skis  pairs, los ludiag

pale e! �5-58!

�4-67!

�3-16!

�4! �9- 62!

�8-71!

�7 20!

Ski boots �3! �2 78 Open!
~Tt!Jll~80Special ski clothing

Snowmobile
�2! Cd, 84

Dup. 1-11� 2- 33! �6-29!
�4-36!

�1!
�0!fc ~ Skates  patt ~ !

Ocher items
�8-41!

�6-58!

�3-6S!

�0- 74!

�3-16!

~79 - ~80
Cd 55
Dup. 1-ll

Sicycies

Golf clubs  eetl

Sinocula re

Tonal ~ rsc k et

Trail mini hikes

Sike trai! ~ r

 
!

�3! Q

  34!

�5! Q

Q Q Q Q
�7!

�6! Q

�5!

�2! Q

�9!

�2! Q

�3-47!

�9-I�!

s   I ~ 18!

~ �0-34!

s �6-50!

�2-66!

~34 37!
~!9-22!

~33-I ~ !

~1  931
~37-731

�8-22!

�9 33!
�0- 44!

�0 53!

�2 45!

�1-54!

�9-61!

�6-68!
�5-78!
�7-20!
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3.  continued!
"X" Bon

Number Lf Tfone
O0ened Owned

To ts'i
Pure ha se

Price

Amount spent an
the se ite ms in

	 0

Srimmine Items

6tt8 im fi333 �1!

 ZB!

�5! 0

 lZ!

�1! Q
�0!

Scuba tanks �4-78 Open!
~79 -~80
Cd, �6
Dup. 1-11

~57! Q ~�- ~ !!

~46! 2 ~47-50!

~05! 0 ~56.50!

�2-4f!

�1-54!
�9-6L!

Hunting suit and
!eche t ~ 0 CI~66-50>

~70-78!!looting knives

Bors
nrra3ee

Fishing rods

�6-78 Open!
~79 -~80~ll-15!

~30-83!

~87-39!

Cd. 47
Dup, L-ll

Tack'te box snd
equipment �'1-39!

�4-46!
~ 30-361

~5!-43!

J60- F 11

~57-59!

~60-66!

~7!-73! �7 78 Open!
~79 - 80

~�-!

0 ~30.33!
Cd, gg
Dup. 1-11

Clam forks and
oyster rakes �6! p �7-29!

Scuba regulators
Su rf boa rd ~
+et ~ ui is

Cern in . jishin t4 !Cunttn

Guns  only those used
for hunting!
SboC guns

Rifle e

Reloading equipment

Real ~
'Tents

S I ac piog bag s
Beck packs

Special hikieg boats

C am ping ~ tore s
fc e c has ts

~60!
~'!!

~LZ!

~!9!

~86!

~33!

~ 40!

~47!

~561

~83!
~70!
~ 3 3!

~!91

Q 0 0 Cl

�2-24!

�9-31!

�  -39!

 ! 3-16!
�2-25!
�!-33!

�5-27!

�2-34!

�0- 43!
�7-20!

�6- 29!

�4-36!

�6-f 8!

�3 75!

[16-18!

�3-Zf!
�0-32!

�2-55!

�0-62!

�7-69!

�4-76!

 L6- 18!

�3-25!

�0 32!


